Portuguese Asia
Calicut roadstead was full of Moslem ships. The Portuguese were
exposed to a surprise attack, as they rode at anchor, unable to
manoeuvre. There was no alternative, they must leave at once.
But could they depend on the return of the hostages? They had
already been so flagrantly deceived. It was decided to provide
against such a turn.
An armed party was sent in boats along the shore and twenty
fishermen were seized. When these were brought on board, * im-
mediately da Gama let fly his sails, making shew of departing*.
The seizure had been observed in the city and the relatives of the
fishermen rushed to the mayor. A commotion was threatened, to
avoid which and the news of it reaching the king, the mayor
hurriedly sent the seven hostages to the wharf. When they were
safe on board, da Gama liberated the fishermen, all but a few
whom he desired to show to King Emanuel. Then weighing im-
mediately, he stood out to sea. By this time, however, Moslem
indignation had boiled over and sixty small vessels tried to cut him
off. The affair was decided by gunnery and seamanship, in both of
which the Portuguese were greatly superior.
This first voyage was a reconnaissance. On reaching Portugal
the next spring (1499), da Gama advised the king that provided a
sufficiently strong force were sent, the Moslems could be driven
off the sea and the trade diverted from the Persian Gulf to the
Cape route. Emanuel accepted this advice and in the following
years put it into operation. A series of expeditions were dispatched.
Fortresses were built on the Asiatic coast after suitable sites had
been selected and seized. From Qrmuz at the mouth of the Persian
Gulf and Aden at the entrance to the Red Sea these fortresses
continued all down the west coast of India to Ceylon and across to
Malacca, which commanded the Straits and the route to China.
That was what Portuguese Asia consisted of, an immense string of
fortresses, which were also roadsteads and trade emporiums. In the
centre of this line was Goa, the largest fortress and the seat of the
Viceroy of the Indies. All this was accomplished within a genera-
tion. Before the middle of the sixteenth century the Portuguese
were complete masters of the seaborne trade between East and
West. They became enormously rich. As the century wore on and
their monopoly continued—for no other European nation had as
yet appeared to challenge them and no Indian land power or com-
bination of powers was strong enough to dislodge them from their
fortresses—they continued to enlarge and beautify Goa.
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